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Passage:   A Whale’s Tale  Expository 8.4 

Headline: Young English Fisherman Swallowed by a Whale and Lives! 

This incredible narrative dates back to February 1891 in England. A few of its many versions have 
found their way into modern literature. Edward B. Davis, a professor at Messiah College in 
Pennsylvania, had many questions and decided to research the story’s authenticity. 

According to some accounts, James Bartley had signed on to his first voyage on the whaling ship Star of 
the East.While sailing the South Atlantic, a sperm whale was sighted, and the ship gave chase. Bartley 
was one of several men lowered into two small rowboats. As deadly harpoons soared through the air and 
hit their mark, the harpooned beast’s thrashing tail struck Bartley’s boat. The unlucky whalers were 
tossed into the sea. All but two were rescued-one drowned, and Bartley was presumed lost at sea.  

Hauling the dead whale next to their ship, the crew commenced carving up the carcass for blubber. As 
they worked, they noticed something peculiar. They sliced open the whale’s stomach, and there lay 
James Bartley, unconscious but alive! The whale’s digestive juices had bleached his skin white. The 
crew doused him with seawater and put him in the captain’s quarters to recover.  

Davis wondered whether published articles and documents existed to support this narrative, so in 1991, 
he traveled to England to track down sources of information. Davis scoured newspaper files, original 
documents, and libraries, but was unable to find significant credible evidence to support the story. In 
fact, his findings made accounts seem more questionable. Most damaging, in a newspaper interview the 
captain’s wife claimed it was “just another sailor’s sea yarn” – a whale’s tale, indeed! 

Question Incorrect Correct Type 
1. What is this passage about?
(a tall tale/yarn/story about a man being swallowed by a whale; a 
professor’s search to find out if an old whaling story is true or false) 

Main Idea 

2. Why did Professor Davis travel to England?
(to research the story about James Bartley) 

Fact 

3. Over the years, where were versions of this story printed?
(in newspapers and in modern literature) 

Fact 

4. Presumed lost at sea, where was James Bartley found?
(in the belly/stomach of the whale) 

Fact 

5. What had supposedly bleached Bartley’s skin white?
(the whale’s digestive juices) 

Fact 

6. To verify the story, what did Professor Davis search for?
(published documents, newspapers, and articles to support the facts) 

Fact 
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7. What did Professor Davis’ work conclude about the story of
James Bartley? 
(that it was not very credible, that it was probably not true, that it 
was a tall tale/a whale tale) 

Fact 

8. In a newspaper interview, the ship captain’s wife reported that her
husband had never mentioned the incident involving James Bartley 
and the whale. What did she believe about the story? 
(that it was a sailor’s yarn/tall tale/made-up story) 

Fact 

9. Why did Professor Davis probably decide to research the story?
(any logical response: because it was continuing to show up in 
modern literature, because he was interested in finding which old 
whale stories are true) 

Inference 

10. What must a story be supported by in order to prove it is true?
(credible evidence, reliable sources, scientific fact) 

Inference 

11. Why do you think whalers often made up stories about their
adventures? 
(any logical response: because whaling included months of 
loneliness and boredom at sea, they were trying to find interesting 
ways to pass the time between whale sightings) 

Inference 

12. What does the word “yarn” mean in this story?
(a tall tale, a legend, a made-up story) 

Vocabulary 

Total(circle the outcome) 
Green   10-12 Correct 
Yellow 4-9 Correct 
Red 1-3 Correct 
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